"I Won't Dance"

words by Dorothy Fields
music by Jimmy Mc Hugh & Jerome Kern
arr. by Bill Holz AMA
France with me!

And yet you stand there and

shake your fool-ish

dream-tic-ly.

While I wait here so ec-sta-tic-ly

France with me!

And yet you stand there and

shake your fool-ish

dream-tic-ly.

While I wait here so ec-sta-tic-ly
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"I Won't Dance" - Orch/Vocal

I won't dance!
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Dame, with
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I won't dance!
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When you dance you're charming and you're

When you dance you're charming and you're

When you dance you're charming and you're

When you dance you're charming and you're

When you dance you're charming and you're

When you dance you're charming and you're

When you dance you're charming and you're
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